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Abstract 

These days People love to be excellent, sleek, and decent. So, they generally search for 

an individual or a place where can make them look magnificent that what a salon does. 

A salon is where you can completely change yourself with some various things. Sri 

Lanka is a nation who well offers an opportunity for its kindred residents to be beautiful. 

That is the reason they likewise more into creating saloons. The present article is about 

Saloon in Sri Lanka, which will make you wonder how massive this industry is in Sri 

Lanka.  

There are loads of salons in Sri Lanka. Among them only 5% of salons only use present 

technology for their services. Also, all that 5% of salons use technology individually 

which means management systems for only their own salon which with high cost. 

Majority of salons use manually systems to manage their salons. In that case there is no 

any intermediate platform that all salon can participate individually in Sri Lank. 

Basically, there is no common platform to salon can show individually, their servicers, 

treatments, knowledge of experts, offers etc… in Sri Lanka. Because of that reason 

there are lot of good and expert people on this segment does not get a chance to show 

their talents openly to the world. 

Also, from the Customer end which  means people how expect servicers for salons, 

don’t have a common one platform in Sri Lanka to find nearby salons, view services 

of salon, current offers of salon, get know about salon workers, view salon ratings, 

comparing the salons with the other competitor salons and to compare the quality of 

the services provided by the salons. Furthermore, when people make appointments in 

manual method is have to face for lot of difficulties to the salon and as well as to the 

customers. On the other hand, people faced lot of beauty related problems and no still 

don’t have online platform to get recommended solution from salon experts. This 

project is all about the mobile application named ‘EasyCut.lk’ developed as a solution 

for above mentioned and other sub problems regarding this segment.  
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